Inspiring conservation through science

Students Conducting
Environmental Inquiry (SCENIQ)
MAKING SPACE FOR CONNECTING WITH NATURE
Every person needs connection to the natural world that sustains them.
This is especially important for youth living in a fire-adapted region. At
Pepperwood, we aim to connect people with nature as early as possible by
inspiring an ethic of conservation in the next generation of stewards.
Students Conducting Environmental Inquiry (SCENIQ) was launched in
the spring of 2012 to connect local students (2nd to 5th grades) with
nature using our 3,200-acre reserve as an outdoor science lab. The
program features eight hours of immersive, in-the-field learning with two
four-hour field trips, one in the fall and one in the spring. These field trips
bookend a one-hour classroom visit to the participating school by our
Environmental Educators. Our approach is successful because it builds on
children’s natural curiosity through hands-on, science-based exploration.
KIDS NEED NATURE
Humans derive mental, physical, emotional and social benefits from
spending time outside, but for children this is an integral part of the
developmental process. In relating to their natural environment, children
hone valuable skills like problem solving, spatial awareness, creativity and
focus. Studies have shown that time spent in nature helps children selfregulate, lowers stress levels and even improves social connections
with others.

“Our third graders in
Calistoga LOVE getting
in touch with Nature in
the SCENIQ program.
Pepperwood’s programs
for kids and programs
for adults inspired me
to complete a master’s
project on the power of
outdoor education to
support children’s wellbeing, improve science
instruction, and foster
environmental
awareness.”
Jeremy Smith (3rd grade teacher)

SCENIQ’S IMPACT/LOCAL, ACCESSIBLE, INCLUSIVE SCIENCE LEARNING IN NATURE

900

Over
local students
take part in this 9-hour
immersive program every year

60%

of participants
are from Title 1 funded schools

55%

At least
of
participants are classified as
English Language Learners

CULTIVATING CONSERVATION ATTITUDES AND BEHAVIORS
A fun and safe adventure in the forests and grasslands of beautiful
Sonoma County, with observation-based science lessons and hands-on
learning, is SCENIQ’s approach to inspiring an ethic of conservation in the
next generation of stewards. Spending time outdoors leads to a greater
likelihood of developing stewardship and conservation attitudes and
behaviors. Younger generations need access to opportunities that impart
the skills necessary to relate to their natural environment in a respectful
way, so that they’ll understand and protect the natural systems that
sustain us all.

WHY SCENIQ?

HOW IT WORKS

n social and emotional learning
(SEL) practices, which supports
teaching to the “whole child”

Nature has many stories, especially in an ecologically diverse place like
Sonoma County. To understand these stories, you need to know how to
listen, see, hear, touch, and feel the world around you. Our Environmental
Educators coach ecological literacy by creating space for science-based
inquiry, observation, hands-on learning, and positive outdoor experiences.

Access
Students +
parents in the
field with
environmental
educators

Learning
Scientific inquiry
through hands-on
experience in the
outdoors builds
on children’s
natural curiosity

Connection
Inspires
connection
with nature

Ethic of
Conservation
Next generation
of stewards is
inspired to
sustain the planet
that sustains us

Fun, safe, supportive outdoor
excursions: our Environmental
Educators are specially trained in:

n trauma-informed teaching
practices that support students in
developing tools to help them
work through their trauma
Instruction that complements
classroom learning: SCENIQ’s
curriculum is aligned with the
Next Generation Science
Standards, following the guidelines
for Science and Engineering
Practice, and is rooted in the
Disciplinary Core ideas of the new
science standards. Pepperwood’s
environmental educators work
with teachers to maximize
students’ learning of environmental
concepts across the whole year
Inclusive science programming:
bilingual (English – Spanish
programming is designed for
elementary through secondary
school students

Educators engage
students in trailside
“science talk” facilitating
inquiry and dialogue
based on students’
observations

SCENIQ participants use
bilingual nature journals
with customized local
“checklists” to chronicle
observations, process
data, sketch, and record
their thoughts

The overall goal of
SCENIQ is to create the
next generation of
environmental stewards
and to inspire a lifetime
of engagement with the
outdoors.

Pepperwood Preserve sits within the
traditional homeland of the Wappo people.
We respect and honor past, present, and future
generations of Wappo and their continued
connection to this land.

2130 Pepperwood Preserve Road
Santa Rosa, California 95404
www.pepperwoodpreserve.org
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